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West Island Woodlands Community Advisory Group

November13, 2003
Regional District boardroom, Port Alberni

Present:
Advisory Group Members:

*
*

Carlson, Harold
Avis, Rick (alt)

Forest Recreation                                              Independent Sawmills

R Alison Mackenzie                   Logging Contractors
* Edgell, Phil Watershed/Fisheries
* Ken McRae

Lyle Price (Alt)
A.C. Regional District R Creighton, Jim                Small Business/Chamber

Darlene Watts Tseshaht First Nation R
*

Ed Sanders              A.V. Sportsman’s Association
Darlene Clark (alt)

R McIntosh, John
Bob Redhead (alt)

Parks Canada R Swann, Gary           S. I. Woodlot  Owner’s Assoc.

R Dennis Morgan Bamfield Chris Law                                          Environment

*
*

Lem, Tawney
Brandy Lauder

Hupacasth Amanda Lord                          City of Port Alberni

Resources:
Steve Chambers - Weyerhaeuser Michelle Colussi – Facilitator
Ryan Dvorak –Recording Secretary Mike Davis - Weyerhaeuser
Steve Smith - Weyerhaeuser Dennis Fitzgerald - Weyerhaeuser
Wayne French - Weyerhaeuser Michelle de Bellefeuille - Weyerhaeuser
Ken Mathews - BCTS Rob Martin - BCTS
Neil Malbon

1. Welcome and Introductions:

2. Safety Orientation:

3. Agenda: No changes to the agenda where proposed.

4. Minutes of October 9, 2003:
 Re-do the Sproat Lake Landcape Unit numbers to a readable format
 Scratch action item #6
 Minutes approved with the above changes

5. Forest Fest Update:
 Jim Creighton forwarded his report as the WIWAG representative for

Forest Fest
 The dates have been set as July 9 – 11th 2004
 Let Dennis Morgan know that Jim Creighton is the WIWAG

representative and have him forward that information to Robert Dennis of
the Huu-ay-aht First Nation

6. Forest Awareness/Education Activities Report – Neil Malbon



 Goal – to increase youth forest and logging awareness and appreciation
 Neil Malbon was contracted to review past and current practices re: Youth

Education and to look at potential intitiatives
 i. Gently Down the Creek – very balanced and well subscribed to by

the school system which works well with a variety of partners.
 ii. Tree Planting Program – was a very popular program – classroom

presentation and tree planting
 iii. Sponsor 2 Forestry Education Days at McLean Mill
 iv. Designate a liaison person within the Company to expose Forestry

Students at the High School to Certification and developing a SFM
plan

 v. Look at having a Forestry Class having a role in a specific project
relating to Certification.

Comments:
 Should look to include Bamfield, Ucluelet and Tofino
 Potential programs – “Adopt a Forester” (Kamloops) done

through the local RPF Forestry Association – Peter Lishman MoF
Kamloops

 The gently down the creek program will run whether or not
Weyerhaeuser is involved

 Forestry Days would be something new and innovative which
would provide value and good PR for the dollars spent

 Should re-visit the teachers on assignment program that
Weyerhaeuser is involved with in the US

 Should talk to the schools to determine the feasibility of this
project

 Steve, Neil and Rick will form a sub-committee to look at
selecting the programs the SFMP refers to. – no objections

7. Public Seminar/Speakers:
 Issues: - Issue of Connectivity and Fragmentation
 Steve will search out individuals to speak
 Phil will forward some names for speakers to Ryan
 The question is what is the number of original habitat retained necessary

to prevent species extirpation
 Ryan will continue planning

8. Correspondence:
 Letter Michelle wrote to Jack Lavis, on reverse is Jack’s response
 The next meeting re: Forest Strategy will be held in 2006 and a note has

been generated to invite WIWAG
 E-mail from Paul Tataryn (MoF) about the maintenance and management

of recreational sites
 General questions regarding ATV Usage
 Steve will look into signage around the TFL re: recreational use



 Not included in Paul’s e-mail is that the Hupacasath have some FIA funds
to manage several recreational sites

9. Forest Tour Comments:
 S6 streams that where looked at had no riparian protection, inadequate

culverts and didn’t seem to have 40% riparian cover
 Different green-up requirements give the impression that larger areas

where cleared
 Noted that the area was harvested 1-3 years ago
 Ray Bartram has compiled the data for streams in the Park Trade Area
 WIWAG will deal with that information in an ecological sub-

committee meeting
 WIWAG should make this Forest Tour an annual event

10. Steve Smith – Climate Change and Forest Carbon:
 Steve is a Forester by training and has spent most of his working career is

Saskatchewan
 Involved in a 4.9 million ha CSA certification
 Involved in a joint venture sawmill between Weyerhaeuser and 4 local

First Nations
 New role now as Sustainability Manager for Canada with Weyerhaeuser
 Climate change and forest carbon has been a rapidly advancing field

especially after Canada signed the Kyoto Accord
 Weyerhaeuser recognized that they need to develop data on carbon stocks

and carbon emissions
 Weyerhaeuser established a greenhouse gas (company wide) taskforce to

monitor greenhouse gas/carbon issues
 Anticipate that Weyerhaeuser will be involved in Carbon trading
 Have undertaken a greenhouse gas inventory for processing facilities as

well as logging operations – Linked to the consumption of Fossil Fuels
 Greenhouse Gas emissions are mainly coming from the Pulp and Paper

sector
 The Pulp and Paper Sector signed a memo of understanding with the

government of Canada to reduce emissions by 15% between 2008 – 2012
 Framework agreement for individual company agreements
 Carbon Offset rules haven’t been defined yet
 Forest Carbon Monitoring – tool being developed to measure Carbon
 Federal Government have a carbon model and where looking for test areas

– possibly the Model Forest
 Weyerhaeuser is  supportive of this model and is refining it
 Should be able to use this tool to determine the status of Carbon in other

areas
 Weyerhaeuser would like to use this tool as a reporting mechanism in

CSA audits
 Carbon-Offsets: Each country in KYOTO must determine if they will tally

forest carbon as part of their reporting of industrial carbon



 This could be an issue re: Forest fires releasing a large amount of Carbon
and leading to a National Carbon deficit

 If Canada doesn’t report Forest Carbon then the entire burden of carbon
emission reductions will be placed on the industrial sector

 What would a goal/objective that WIWAG should consider –
account/keep track of Forest Carbon

 Weyerhaeuser is converting Old Growth large biomass forests with 2nd

growth smaller biomass forests – will lead to less sequestered carbon in
the working forest; however, the set-asides will act as carbon sinks

 Maria Willis did a study in TFL #44 10 years ago looking at the carbon
balance – the results have indicated that this area is a net carbon sink

 Weyerhaeuser’s responsibility is to report/inventory the carbon balance
arising from their operations

 Carbon credit rules – Weyerhaeuser would support being able to shift
carbon credits worldwide to address carbon deficits

 $10/tonne of Carbon is the established value of Carbon credits
 The Kyoto agreement does not come into effect until 55% of countries

emitting Carbon sign on
 If Old Growth and protected areas are stable, then how are they considered

as carbon credits
 WIWAG could consider using the soon to exist measuring tool  and to

then use this to establish a carbon baseline
 A plant not impacted by man would live/die and over time be carbon

neutral
 WIWAG goal re: Carbon Budgets: “to encourage the long term uptake of

and storage of carbon” – this goal is appropriate and the next step is to
benchmark. Eg. Based on data from 2002 the status of Carbon in this DFA
would be ______?

11. Certification and Advisory Models across Canada and core issues of Advisory
Groups around the Coast:

 Steve Smith – a questionnaire was circulated to 15 advisory groups and 10
responded

 Why where Advisory groups struck? – certification vs. other needs. In
Saskatchewan local stakeholder advisory committee was in place before
certification others where formed out of these pre-existing networks

 Most AG’s run between 10 – 15 members but some vary based on other
factors

 Consistently First Nations where reluctant to participate
 There is a range in how frequently groups have met from semi-annually

the theme has been “what works for us”
 Overall, the level of participation has been maintained
 Most groups have an independent facilitator
 There are lots of issues around access/recreation



 Groups have learned to value personal viewpoints, diversity and tolerating
opposing viewpoints

 On-going education, field tours and good information has helped group
cohesion

 Company has not provided any country wide education on quality
indicators

 In Canada Advisory Groups have achieved CSA/SFI/and FSC certification
and 14 million certified ha’s

12. Sustainability Paper:
 This is a paper discussing sustainable harvesting in TFL#44
 A substantial amount of the work has been done by Peter Kofoed
 Provides educational information in a common language that applies at a

landbase TFL #44 level and provides rationale for the short and long term
 The draft has gone to Shawn and Dave for inclusion in this document
 The goal is to look at what is a sustainable harvest level
 Sustainable: “Maximize and balance economic, social and biological

benefits over the long term

13. Ken Matthews: BC Timber Sales Program Strait of Georgia business area
 100,000cubic metres of the AAC will be sold through the BCTS
 The BCTS will be integrating  into the advisory group process
 The BCTS would like to cooperate with WIWAG in any manner that

comes about
 Bill 28 passed – will lead to a re-allocation of value
 BCTS will take a very active role in the certification process
 Re-allocation process has not been determined on a license by license

basis
 BCTS will look at what volumes in this DFA they will be looking at to

determine what level of participation they will take in the process
 The BCTS will be back anytime to the WIWAG table to answer questions
 Could discuss negotiations after Christmas
 The Ucluelet/Barclay area will be removed from the DFA with some small

areas remaining 20,00ha’s total
 15 – 20%of the TFL will be withdrawn due to treaty negotiations in the

next 15 years

14. Prioirities:
 SEI and Park Trade Buffers to sub-committee – no objections

15. January Meeting:
 Stan Coleman
 Sustainable Harvest Levels continued
 OGMA’s in Sproat (?)



Next Meeting: January 8

Location: Regional District Boardroom 3008 5th Avenue
Port Alberni

Time: 5:00pm Dinner
5:30pm Meeting

Action Items November 13, 2003
Action: Completion Date: Person Responsible:

1. Select Educational programs referred to in the
SFMP

Pending Steve, Neil, Rick

2. Seek out speakers for a public seminar ASAP Steve, Phil, Ryan
3. Examine Signage for recreation Pending Steve
4. Examine data for streams in the Park Trade area ASAP Eco Sub committee
5. Make Forest Tour an annual event
6.
7.
8.


